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The emergence of large scale social web communities has enabled users to share online vast amounts
of multimedia content. An analysis of the leading social video sharing platform YouTube reveals
a high amount of redundancy, in the form of videos with overlapping or duplicated content. In
this paper, we use robust content-based video analysis techniques to detect overlapping sequences
between videos in YouTube. Based on the output of these techniques, we present an in-depth
study of duplication and content overlap in YouTube, and analyze various dependencies between
content overlap and meta data such as video titles, views, video ratings, and tags.
As an application, we show that content-based links in YouTube videos can provide useful information for generating new tag assignments. To this end, we propose different tag propagation
methods for automatically obtaining richer video annotations. Our techniques provide the user
with additional information about videos, and lead to enhanced feature representations for applications such as automatic data organization and search. Experiments on video clustering and
classification as well as a user evaluation demonstrate the viability of our approach.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
H.3 [Information Systems]: INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: video duplicates, content-based links, automatic tagging,
neighbor-based tagging, tag propagation, data organization

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapidly increasing popularity and data volume of modern Web 2.0 content sharing applications originate in their ease of operation for even inexperienced users,
suitable mechanisms for supporting collaboration, and attractiveness of shared annotated material (images in Flickr, bookmarks in del.icio.us, etc.). Recent studies
have shown that traffic to/from YouTube accounts for over 20% of the web total and
10% of the whole internet [Cheng et al. 2007], comprising 60% of the videos watched
online [Gill et al. 2007]. It has also been shown that a noticeable amount of visually
redundant footage (i.e. near-duplicate videos) exist in such websites [Cha et al. 2007;
Wu et al. 2007], with a reported average of > 25% near-duplicate videos detected
in search results. Previous literature developed technology to dynamically filter
redundancy aiming at enhancing content retrieval. However, no previous works
considered methods to leverage redundancy for knowledge extraction purposes.
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We show that, by the use of appropriate content-based analysis tools, duplication
can be used to understand collective behavior, and point to ways of improving
video websites. Specifically, we use content-based copy detection (CBCR) tools
to establish connections between videos that share duplicate scenes. This analysis
determines the types of redundancy present, and examines properties of redundant
content.
Social sharing systems are primarily supported by user generated metadata, in
particular tags. Users tend to tag proactively [Lipczak and Milios 2010; Ames
and Naaman 2007; Marlow et al. 2006]. In contrast to ontologies, tagging-based
systems impose no restrictions on user annotations. However, manually annotating
content is an intellectually expensive and time consuming process. Consequently,
annotations are often sparse [Abbasi and Staab 2009; Golder and Huberman 2006].
Furthermore, keywords and community-provided tags lack consistency and present
numerous irregularities (e.g. abbreviations and mistypes) [Krestel et al. 2009].
The research community is actively working on overcoming the difficulties posed
by tag sparseness. Automatic tagging is the prevalent line of work in this field, with
many techniques successfully proposed for improving the quality of tag assignments
in an unsupervised fashion [Krestel et al. 2009].
In this article, we leverage robust Content-based Copy Detection (CBCR) techniques to establish a set of graphs where edges connect highly related videos. We
show that we can improve the overall quality of annotations. We present a hybrid
approach combining content-based video duplication analysis and graph algorithms
to generate tag assignments in community websites. We use these new contentbased links to propagate tags to adjacent videos, utilizing visual affinity to spread
community knowledge in the network.
Outline. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses
related work; Section 3 presents an overview on duplicate and overlap detection for
videos, evaluating these techniques in the YouTube context, and providing a graph
formalization of relationships found between videos. An extensive empirical analysis
of duplication and dependencies between content overlap and video meta data (tags,
titles, views, ratings, etc.) is discussed in Section 4. We describe several techniques
for automatic tagging in Section 5. Section 6 provides the results of the evaluation
of our automatic tagging methods for YouTube video clustering and classification
as well as a user study. We conclude in Section 7.
2. RELATED WORK
In the context of multimedia social websites, specifically YouTube, we can classify
previous works into two groups. Firstly, studies centered on the the analysis of
YouTube network traffic: Holding an estimated 83.4 million videos, YouTube requires around 1 Petabyte of storage capacity [Gill et al. 2007]. Comprehensive traffic
characterizations have been provided, and guidelines for handling the new generation of content have been established, both for Networks and Service Providers
[Gill et al. 2007; Cha et al. 2007]. Secondly, some studies focused on social aspects
of YouTube: [Halvey and Keane 2007] showed that YouTube users do not make
extensive use of the community interaction tools provided. They also revealed the
existence of a correlation between descriptiveness of the metadata (e.g. tags, title)
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and number of views of a video. The popularity of videos was shown to decrease
after an initial boost, in the general case. [Cheng et al. 2007] contrasted YouTube’s
short video sharing approach with other video repositories, finding noticeable differences in access patterns and life-span of videos.
Recently, a number of works have analyzed YouTube content focusing on the
enhancement of retrieval and user experience. [Wu et al. 2007] analyzed YouTube
search results and found a large amount of duplication (25%) at the top ranks.
An approach based on video copy detection was proposed to detect near-duplicate
videos in order to promote diversity of search results. Search diversification was
also proposed by [Liu et al. 2006] using a different strategy that considered also
text to establish links between videos. However, no important research efforts were
directed towards the characterization of video sharing in this vast community. In
this article we cover such a characterization of the YouTube video collection.
A large amount of literature considered user generated data for different applications. The community interacts with a system by accessing certain resources,
manually ranking them, commenting on them, making them favorites, etc. The
result of this interaction is a complex set of links between resources, content and
annotations. Complex networks are common in related fields, such as Social Network Analysis. A well known application of network analysis is the PageRank
algorithm [Page et al. 1998]. A node ranking procedure for folksonomies, FolkRank
was proposed in [Hotho et al. 2006]. It operates on a tripartite graph of users,
resources and tags, and generates a ranking of tags for a given user. Another procedure is the Markov Clustering algorithm (MCL) in which a renormalization-like
scheme is used to detect communities of nodes in weighted networks [van Dongen
2000]. A PageRank-like algorithm based on visual links between images is used to
improve the ranking function for photo search in [Jing and Baluja 2008].
We can also find examples of algorithms leveraging “implicit” links [Zhang et al.
2005], where connections are inferred from user actions (e.g. access patterns), such
as near duplicate document detection [Yang and Callan 2006; Charikar 2002; Manku
et al. 2007]. A graph of inter-document links can be used to perform common
procedures in web process optimization, such as web crawl filtering [Manku et al.
2007], enhanced ranking schemes [Zhang et al. 2005], first story detection [Stokes
and Carthy 2001], or plagiarism detection [Shivakumar and Garcia-Molina 1995].
These techniques rely on the textual nature of documents. In this paper, we focus
on exploiting visual relationships available in richer multimedia scenarios.
We consider the specific scenario of improving tag quality in YouTube. Tags
are a critical part of YouTube, but tag sparseness affects retrieval qualtiy, and
automatic tagging techniques have been proposed to enhance quality of annotations
in multimedia sharing communities. Automatic tagging of multimedia resources is
closely related to content-based image retrieval (CBIR), for which comprehensive
literature reviews exist [Smeulders et al. 2000; Datta et al. 2005].
In general, automatic tagging methods use content and text features to derive
models for predicting tag assignments. Generative mixture models have been widely
used to learn joint probability distributions of visual features and vocabulary subsets [Li and Wang 2006]. In contrast, discriminative models learn independent
models for each target vocabulary term [Lindstaedt et al. 2009; Grangier and BenACM Transactions on Information Systems
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gio 2008], and are commonly used to create concept detectors [Snoek and Worring
2008]. The problem can also be posed as a machine translation task, where models
are created to translate visual features into captions [Duygulu et al. 2006]. All
of these machine learning-based methods have the common problem of not being
extensible to large sets of concepts. In uncontrolled visual content scenarios, diversity of visual appearance, even from the same concept as a result of the sensory
gap, has a direct impact on tag generation performance [Smeulders et al. 2000].
Using a similar idea, other works related to automatic tagging consider the scenario of neighbor-based tag assignments. Guillaumin et al. propose a method to
predict tags by analyzing the presence or absence of them in near neighbors [Guillaumin et al. 2009]. A similar method is proposed by Li et al., but in this case
neighbors are used to compute relevance values for the original set of tags without
creating new tag assignments [Li et al. 2008]. In contrast to these works, we investigate neighbor-based tag propagation strategies for videos where neighbors are
established by visual overlap.
A different strategy is to generate new tag assignments based mainly on viewing a
set of tagged resources as text corpus, and expanding existing annotations. [Krestel
et al. 2009] use Latent Dirichlet Allocation to learn a concept space from the original
tag-document matrix. Resources are then expressed as a sum of weighted concepts.
Each concept contributes a set of tags to the image, and concept weights are used to
compute relevance values for the new tag assignment. The method has been shown
to outperform the approach described in [Heymann et al. 2008], which makes more
direct use of tag co-occurrences by mining association rules. A similar idea as
in [Heymann et al. 2008] is proposed by [Sigurbjörnsson and van Zwol 2008], in this
case using global tag co-occurrence metrics in the massive Flickr dataset, which
provides a set of recommended tags based on the original annotations.
Video content-based copy detection (CBCR) has received noticeable attention
from the multimedia research community for a number of applications, e.g. copyright infringement detection or database purge. The main difficulty of copy detection is dealing with the so-called sensory gap [Smeulders et al. 2000], i.e. the
differences between the original video footage and its final presentation. Tolerance
to common artifacts and noise is, therefore, required. Fingerprints are the most
commonly used detection tool; they are generated using specific features of moving visual content, such as temporal video structure [San Pedro et al. 2005], or
time-sampled frame invariants [Joly et al. 2007]. Robust hash-based fingerprints
have been widely used in CBCR systems [Wu et al. 2007]: videos are transformed
into a sequence of hash values, and detection is performed as a search problem in
the hash space. Additionally, extensive work on audio-based duplicate detection
exists with direct application to video copy detection [Liu et al. 2010; Lebossé et al.
2007; Jang et al. 2009]. However, in YouTube, two duplicate videos may be visually identical but feature completely different audio tracks (a typical example being
dubbed movies); equally, visually different videos may have the same audio track
(it is common to find in YouTube picture slideshow videos featuring popular songs
as their audio background).
The content presented in this article is partially based on our own work [Siersdorfer et al. 2009], which mainly focuses on the aspect of automatic tagging. This
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article includes, amongst other things, a detailed specification of the CBCR system
built, a new in-depth study of duplication and content overlap in YouTube, and
new comparisons and series of experiments on automatic tagging.
3. CONTENT LINKS BETWEEN VIDEOS
3.1 Duplication and Overlap Detection on Videos
Fingerprint-based CBCR systems follow a general framework comprising the following components:
—Fingerprint generation module: Transforms video content into a sequence of
points in the fingerprint feature space. All videos processed by the system are
transformed before being used by any further module.
—Reference content database: Fingerprint-based systems compute signatures directly from the incoming video stream, and compare against a database of known
fingerprints. We refer to the reference content database as C = {Vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ N },
where N denotes the number of elements. Each video Vi = {fji : 1 ≤ j ≤ |Vi |} of
C is composed of |Vi | frames, fji .
—Search module: Matches a query fingerprint to the reference content database
and returns a comprehensive matching report.
To create a reference content database, all videos are processed using the fingerprint generation module. The resulting signature is then stored in the database
ready for matching against video queries, denoted by Qk = {fjk : 1 ≤ j ≤ |Qk |}.
Most systems assume that queries Qk match only single elements of the reference
database [Joly et al. 2007]. As we will see in Section 3.2, this restriction imposes
hard limitations on the effective number of different overlapping relationships the
system is able to detect in the database. In our system, we generalize the search
module to identify in the incoming video stream, Qk , any occurrences of one or more
(m,n)
complete videos Vi or fragments denoted as Vi
= {fji : 1 ≤ m ≤ j ≤ n ≤ |Vi |}.
3.1.1 Implementation details. Our CBCR system is based on our previous work
[San Pedro and Dominguez 2007]. This choice is motivated by the capabilities of the
system for our application setting. It uses visual hash fingerprints and can handle
identification of heavily transformed variations. Furthermore, it is designed to cope
with transformations in the temporal dimension, including frame rate re-sampling
and temporal crop. The latter of these features allows for the detection of partial
matches.
Fingerprint computation is performed using a two-fold strategy. Firstly, input
videos are subsampled to remove fingerprint temporal dependencies. Secondly, a
robust hash function is applied on the resulting frame set to generate the final hash
value string.
3.1.1.1 Content-based video subsampling. Hash fingerprint generation is sensitive to dynamic conditions of temporal video parameters. Different frames from
multiple variations of the same original video could be selected to generate a fingerprint, leading to signatures different in size and/or value. We use a content-based
subsampling technique to ensure identical sets of frames are chosen from any variACM Transactions on Information Systems
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ation of the original video. Our method considers video frame entropy series to
achieve such a synchronized subsampling of video sequences.
Shannon’s entropy can be used to obtain a useful representation of the color
distribution of frames in a video sequence. Given a random variable X, which
takes on a finite set of values according to a probability distribution, p(X), the
entropy of this probability distribution is defined as:
H(X) = −

n
X

p(xi ) log p(xi )

(1)

i=1

The entropy of an image can be computed to obtain a quantitative value of its
color complexity by considering X as the intensity of a random pixel in the image.
Entropy values are higher in images with wider histograms, as colors of pixels are
more uniformly distributed. Maximum entropy is therefore obtained when the
color distribution is equiprobable, while minimum entropy happens in monochrome
images where pixels are contained within a single histogram bin.
We compute an entropy value for each video frame to create an entropy time
series. These time series are analyzed to detect salient points, which we use to
determine the frames that will be selected in our subsampling strategy. It is important to note that we purposely consider a reference-less frame selection scenario
from a temporal perspective. Relying, for instance, on the first frame of a video
and subsequently using a time-based approach to select frames will obviously fail
to generate a repeatable sequence of frames for different variations (for instance,
consider the situation of a variation that lacks the first 5 frames of the original
video).
In order to cope with dynamic temporal features, we based our subsampling algorithm on the content-based analysis of delimited temporal intervals. Videos are
segmented in time intervals, Ik , and a set of synchronization frames are selected
from each interval. This process produces the aimed results if the following conditions are met:
—Given the same time interval, Ik , of two variations of the same video, the set of
chosen synchronization frames is identical.
—Intervals chosen for two variations of the same video are identical.
The remainder of this section describes the algorithm used to meet both conditions in order to produce repeatable video subsampling sets.
Selection of synchronization frames. In this stage, our algorithm analyses a given
interval, Ik , of the incoming video, which spans from t0k to tfk , and selects a fixed
number, N , of synchronization frames, i.e. frames chosen by the algorithm to represent that interval in any variation of the video:
Fk = {fk1 , . . . , fkN },

(2)

where Fk is the set of synchronization frames for interval Ik , and selected frames
are represented by their timestamp, fki , in ascending order, i.e. fki < fki+1 . We
use a Max/Min selection approach, where frames with absolute maximum, HkM ,
and minimum, Hkm , entropy values are selected. This approach has the following
features:
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Fig. 1. Example of interval synchronization. Entropy series are analyzed in discrete intervals, Ik .
Extrema points, HkM and Hkm , are selected from each interval and used to extract synchronization
frames. This strategy allows for identical selection of frames from different video variations. On
the other hand, intervals get synchronized by dynamically changing their overlap. The starting
point of Ik+1 is determined by the time of the latest synchronization frame selected from interval
Ik , denoted by fk2 .

—The number of chosen frames per interval, N , is 2
—When there are several frames which share the absolute maximum or minimum
values, the algorithm chooses fk1 and fk2 so Dk = fk2 − fk1 is maximized.
Fig. 1 illustrates the approach. The specific selection criterion relies on the property of entropy to average out video content in a color complexity metric, which
reduces sensitivity to changes in visual parameters. This allows to select nearly
identical frames from the same time interval of different variations whenever the
visual content of both videos is perceptually similar. Severe reduction of visual
quality parameters might lead to loss of synchronization. The actual precisionrecall trade-off is therefore dependent on the content features and criteria used to
select the frames. Our pilot study described in Section 3.1.2 shows how this approach provides satisfactory discriminative characteristics in our specific application
setting.
Synchronization of intervals. In this stage, our algorithm determines the next interval to be analyzed. We aim at defining identical intervals for different variations,
independently of their dynamic temporal features. To this end, we treat intervals
as sliding windows of fixed size and variable overlapping area.
Consider interval Ik defined by its starting point tk . This interval spans from
[tk , tk + TI ], where TI denotes the fixed interval length. The set of salient frames
chosen for this interval is denoted by {fk1 , fk2 }, where tk ≤ fk1 ≤ fk2 ≤ tk + tI . The
algorithm dynamically adjusts the overlapping area of the next interval, Ik+1 , to
start at tk+1 = fk2 , i.e. Ik+1 starts just after fk2 , the time of the latest frame selected
ACM Transactions on Information Systems
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for Ik . Fig. 1 illustrates this procedure.
By dynamically adjusting the overlapping area of sliding windows, the algorithm
successfully synchronizes between video variations with temporal crops. Many conditions in the entropy timeline cause the algorithm to effectively synchronize intervals of two variations, e.g. the presence of two local extrema within a single interval
length, TI . Note that disparity between intervals is limited by the interval size and
is always below T2I . Therefore, intervals as well as synchronization frames tend to
converge rapidly as they are selected in salient points of the entropy series. This
fact is widely covered and illustrated in the original publication [San Pedro and
Dominguez 2007].
3.1.1.2 Visual hash function. We use a simple visual hash function based on
[Oostveen et al. 2001]. This hash function uses features extracted from the luminance channel. It is straightforward to include chromatic information in the process
- though at the cost of increasing the number of bits required to represent hash values. This extension increases fingerprint length and adds computational complexity
to the search module. For this reason, we chose the simpler luminance-based function; our pilot experiment shows that accuracy values obtained using this strategy
are satisfactory for duplicate detection in the YouTube scenario.
The chosen hash function divides frames into a 4x4 rectangular grid. Each block
contributes a bit to the final signature, for a length of 16 bit per frame pair. Bit
values are obtained by first computing the difference between adjacent blocks in
space, and then computing a second difference between corresponding block differences in sequential frames. Bits are set to 1 if this difference is positive, and
0 in any other case. A spatio-temporal Haar filter is used to compute bit values
as illustrated by Figure 2. Frame pairs are selected using the entropy-based subsampling strategy presented above. This fingerprint generation technique performs
extremely fast and produces very compact signatures. Fingerprint words condense
layout and luminance information, and provide high tolerance to visual artifacts
produced by common video processing stages (e.g. bitrate reduction, transcoding,
digital/analog noise, etc). On the other hand, the compactness of these words requires grouping them into larger substrings to ensure satisfactory discriminative
characteristics during search.
3.1.2 Evaluation of CBCR effectiveness. In this section we analyze the effectiveness of the CBCR method. We conducted a pilot experiment to validate the
viability of the detector to identify duplicated YouTube video content. For this
purpose, we created a reference database of over 2000 music video clips, featuring
150 hours of high quality video material. Two main sources were used to build this
collection:
—Music DVDs from the libraries of research groups members.
—DVB-T: thematic digital TV music channels recorded during several weeks and
at different day times to increase diversity of captured footage.
The selection of songs did not follow any particular criterion, and was entirely based
on the musical preferences of private contributors and TV programme producers.
The material was manually revised to ensure non-duplicity of items in the reference database, and annotated to include artist and song names. We then crawled
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1

Fig. 2. Hash value computation, using a spatio-temporal Haar filter. A 16 bit hash code is
produced for every pair of selected frames.

YouTube to search for duplicates of the videos in our reference set. We used artist
and song names of 200 uniformly picked videos to generate YouTube queries. The
top 10 results from each query were retrieved and manually screened to exclude
videos not present in the reference set. This set of excluded videos comprised
different versions of the songs in the reference set, either coming from live performances (instead of the official video clip) or from alternative visual compilations
built by creative artists’ supporters.
After the manual screening, 550 near-duplicates of items in the reference set were
found, and used to create our test set. On average, the test set contained an average
of 2.75 (std dev = 1.73) variations for each of the 200 pre-selected elements, and
comprised a total of over 25 hours of input video featuring:
—Low compression bit-rates, which cause characteristic artifacts
—Smaller frame sizes, compared to videos in the reference set
—Varying frame rates, in the range [10, 29.97]
—Overlaid content, such as subtitles, channel logos, etc.
Our system needs to deal with lack of knowledge about the timepoints where
video clips start and finish. In order to eliminate temporal references from our
test set, we concatenated all selected videos into a single 25 hour stream. Our
algorithm handles these multiple matching settings by segmenting the input stream
into windows of 4 hash words (with an overlap of 1 hash word between consecutive
windows) and processing each window separately. We computed global precision
and recall by inter-averaging individual window result values. Also, we varied
thresholds for hash word identity and hash substring identity to allow for different
visual discrepancy tolerance levels, leading to different precision-recall value pairs.
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Fig. 3. Recall vs. Precision plot showing results obtained by our proposed CBCR system for the
detection of YouTube variations.

Fig. 3 shows the recall vs. precision plot obtained for this experiment, with a
break-even point of approximately 0.8. This high BEP value supports the viability
of the detector in our application scenario. Furthermore, given the vast size of
the YouTube collection, it seems sensible to tune the algorithm to trade recall for
precision. As illustrated by Fig. 3, precision values of 90% are obtained for recall
values of approximately 70%. Note also that precision saturates at around 92%,
even for low recall values. This evidences that even for very restrictive values of
the identity threshold, similar (although not identical) videos are categorized as
duplicates due to the compactness of the descriptor used by the algorithm.
3.2 Relationships between Videos
This section will first present the requirements needed for a CBCR system to provide
insightful information about overlaps in a video collection. We analyze the features
and capabilities of such a CBCR system to define a set of relationships that can be
effectively derived from analyzing its results. Finally, we formalize this information
into a set of graphs for further analysis and use in specific applications.
3.2.1 CBCR Requirements for Maximizing Knowledge Discovery. To perform a
comprehensive discovery of overlaps, or visual affinity links, in a video collection,
C = {Vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ N }, we need to consider the scenario where any video element,
Vi , can potentially include content from every other element of the set. Formally,
for every i ∈ [1, N ] we consider a reference set C ′ = C − {Vi } and an input query
Qi = Vi . There are two specific requirements in this process:
(1) The reference set, C, may contain duplicated content. A comprehensive overlap
detection needs to ensure that all matches of a specific video sequence in C are
reported. Therefore, multiple concurrent matching is required.
(2) No temporal references can be assumed. Any video Vi is subject to containing
sequences from other videos in C starting at any point of their timelines and
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perhaps following a different chronological order. Formally, given a sequential
segmentation of a video
|Vi |

Vi =

[

(k,k+l)

Vi

,

k=1

where l denotes a minimum sequence size, each segment is assumed to have
(m,m+l)
equal probability to match Vj
for any j 6= i, 1 ≤ j ≤ N and any 1 ≤ m ≤
(k,k+l)

|Vj |. Therefore, independence for every sequence Vi
in a video is assumed.
(m,n)
(p,q)
In addition, the presence of a sequence Vi
before another sequence Vi
,
where m < p, cannot be taken as a guarantee about the absolute order of those
two sequences in other videos.
3.2.2 Definition of visual affinity relationships. As a result of the CBCR stage,
we obtain a list of visual connections between sequences of different videos, ex(m,n)
(p,q)
pressed in the form Vi
↔ Vj
: the sequence between frames m and n in Vi
overlaps sequence p to q in Vj (with i 6= j). Note that the list of connections can contain multiple entries for the same video pair (Vi , Vj ) and matching sequences are not
(m,n)
(p,q)
guaranteed to preserve temporal coherence, i.e. we might find that Vi
↔ Vj
(m′ ,n′ )

(p′ ,q′ )

and Vi
↔ Vj
, given m′ > m and p′ < p.
Representation of temporal knowledge for reasoning and problem solving purposes was examined by Allen who provided a comprehensive study of temporal
pair-wise relationships between intervals [Allen 1983]. Allen considered a scenario
where absolute interval ordering is known, and defined a set of relationships from
this assumption. In our context, with no a-priori knowledge of the video set, the
information extracted by the CBCR stage was not sufficient to determine the order
between video pairs. Therefore, our set of connections can only be based on content
overlap. The following list enumerates Allen’s relationships:
(1) Before/After: One video precedes another in an absolute timeline, and a gap
exists between both. This non-overlapping relationship cannot be derived from
the results of CBCR framework described given our assumption of lack of temporal references.
(2) Equal: Two videos of equal size completely overlap one another.
(3) Meets: One video precedes another in an absolute timeline, and a gap does not
exist between both. (Same case as Before/After.)
(4) Overlaps: Two videos overlap with each other for only part of their timeline.
(5) During: One video is completely contained within another.
(6) Starts/Finishes: Particular case of the “During” case, and therefore derivable
from the CBCR results, where the overlap happens at the beginning or end of
the larger video.
We use Allen’s set of relationships as our starting point. Particular cases of the
During relationship (i.e. Starts and Finishes) are merged into the general case.
We also introduce the Sibling relationship established between two videos having a
common ancestor. This transitive relationship does not consider order, but conveys
that both were used in the production of their common ancestor. The inverse
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relationship, Spouse, where two videos have a common descendant is not considered
in our set. Two spouses share, at least, the common descendant sequence and,
therefore, they are already connected by another relationship of our set.
Let |Vi | be the duration of video Vi . Let O(Vi , Vj ) be the visual overlap between
two different videos Vi and Vj , i.e. the video resulting from the frames present in
both Vi and Vj . Our set of visual affinity relationships includes the following types:
—Duplicates: if |Vi | ≈ |Vj | and |O(Vi , Vj )| ≈ |Vi |, both videos are said to be
duplicates, formally Vi ≡ Vj . The inequality in this expression serves the purpose
of illustrating the inclusion of near-duplicates within this category. Duplication
is then computed using a tolerance threshold as |O(Vi , Vj )| > θ max(|Vi |, |Vj |).
—Part-of: if |Vi | >> |Vj | and |O(Vi , Vj )| ≈ |Vj |, Vj is said to be part-of Vi (we
also refer to Vj as a child of the parent Vi ), formally Vj ⊂ Vi . Size and overlap
comparisons of Part-of relationships are also computed using a threshold θ = 0.9
as:
|Vi | θ > |Vj | , |O(Vi , Vj )| > θ |Vj |
—Siblings: if Vi ⊂ Vk , and Vj ⊂ Vk , both videos share a parent and are referred to
as siblings.
—Overlap: if |O(Vi , Vj )| > 0, both videos are said to overlap, formally Vi ∩ Vj 6= ∅.
Duplicates and part-of relationships are special cases of overlaps.
The use of thresholds can introduce irregularities because of the directionality of
these relationships. Thus we consider only duplicate and part-of video pairs, and
apply simple heuristics to find and correct the label for the incoherent direction. To
this end, conditions were relaxed for incongruent connections (mainly by decreasing the threshold to θ = 0.8) and links were re-evaluated under this new setup.
For links positively evaluated, we updated their type to the more restrictive class
(e.g. from overlap to duplicate). For those negatively evaluated, the corresponding
mismatched link was demoted to reach congruency.
3.2.3 Creating the Visual Affinity Graphs. The relationships can be formalized
as a set of “Visual Affinity Graphs” (VAG) where videos can be considered as single
elements instead of frame sets. Therefore, we will denote videos with lowercase
notation (e.g. vi ) in the remainder of the paper.
Given a video collection, C, we define the following graphs derived directly from
our set of visual affinity relationships:
—Duplicates: GD = (VD , ED ), with undirected edges
ED = {{vi , vj } : i 6= j, vi ≡ vj , vi , vj ∈ VD ⊂ C}
—Part-of : GP = (VP , EP ), with directed edges
EP = {(vi , vj ) : i 6= j, vi ⊂ vj , vi , vj ∈ VP ⊂ C}
—Siblings as GS = (VS , ES ), with undirected edges
ES = {{vi , vj } : i 6= j 6= k 6= i, (vi , vk ) ∈ EP , (vj , vk ) ∈ EP , vk ∈ VP }
—Overlap: GO = (VO , EO ), with undirected edges
EO = {{vi , vj } : i 6= j, vi ∩ vj 6= ∅, vi , vj ∈ VO ⊂ C}
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VD denotes the set of videos with one or more duplicates. VP , VS and VO are
defined analogously for the other relationships. We will also consider the study
of the graph of related videos, GR = (VR , ER ), a super-graph of all relationships
defined as:
VR = VD ∪ VP ∪ VS ∪ VO
ER = ED ∪ EP ∪ ES ∪ EO

(3)
(4)

Note that we can use VR to define a partition of a video collection, C = VR ∪ VU ,
separating visually related (VR ) and unrelated (VU ) videos. ER is formed solely by
undirected edges; to this end, we removed directionality from EP links before the
union.
4. ANALYSIS OF CONTENT REDUNDANCY IN YOUTUBE
This section studies the redundancy characteristics of YouTube. The objective is to
determine the proportion of duplicated footage and the different relationship types
present. We then try to understand the main reasons driving the redundant upload
of duplicated footage, and potential applications.
4.1 Data
We created a test collection by formulating queries and subsequent searches for “related videos” in YouTube. We collected the “Top 10 Gaining Weekly Queries” from
Google Zeitgeist 1 , June 2001 to May 2007, which accounted for 703 unique queries.
While the collected set is mainly composed of English terms, it also includes a few
non-English queries. Around 50% were language independent concepts, mainly
names and numbers (e.g. Radiohead, 300, Zidane). Some queries in the collection
were strongly tied to the original purpose of web search, and were not suitable for
video search (e.g. “windows update”). We chose to remove these by filtering queries
returning less than 100 YouTube results. In total, 579 queries were accepted, for
which the top 50 results were retrieved. Altogether, we collected 28, 216 videos
using those queries. We refer to this subset as CA .
A random sample of CA was used to extend the collection: 1) a query from the
original set was chosen uniformly at random; 2) a subset of 5 results was uniformly
selected; 3) a maximum of 50 related videos (obtained from YouTube suggestions)
for each of the 5 videos was collected. We fixed a target size of 10, 000 and iterated
to reach that cardinality. In total, 58 queries from the set were used to generate
267 related video requests, which generated a collection of 10, 067 additional unique
elements, verified by their YouTube video id. We refer to this subset as CB .
Our crawling strategy considers popular topics and selects the top ranked videos
for each. This produces a collection biased towards more popular videos. However, popular videos attract the majority of views and, therefore, their analysis is
expected to have a much higher impact on the system than the proportion of the
collection they represent. Features of the test collection are summarized in Table I.
We used the Fobs project [San Pedro 2008] as the programming interface to access
content and characteristics of downloaded videos.
1 http://www.google.com/intl/en/press/zeitgeist
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CA
CB

Table I.
N. Queries
579
267

C

846

Properties of test collection C, and its partitions CA and CB .
N. Vids
Duration
Size
28, 216
2055h
263 GB
10, 067
751h
91 GB
38, 283

2806h

354 GB

Table II. Redundancy found in sub-collections CA and CB as well as in the complete collection C,
expressed as the proportion of visual affinity relationships established by our analysis methodology.
|VR |
%
Dup
%
Parent
%
Child
%
Sibling
%
CA
9926
35.17
4238
15.01
2372
8.41
2686
9.52
1707
6.05
CB
3746
37.22
1813
18.00
827
8.22
886
8.81
533
5.30
C

13672

35.71

6051

15.80

3199

8.35

3572

9.33

2240

5.85

4.2 Topological Study
4.2.1 Graph Properties. For any graph,
S G = (V, E), we can find a partition of
maximal connected subgraphs Gi so G = Gi . Each of these subgraphs is called a
connected component, and any two nodes in them are connected. We can compute
the distance between two nodes, d(u, v), as the shortest path between them. The
diameter of a graph is determined as diam(G) = maxu,v d(u, v). We can also
compute the characteristic path length, D(G), as the average d(u, v) between every
two nodes [Lovejoy and Loch 2003].
The clustering coefficient [Nakano et al. 2007] provides a metric for the connectivity between neighbors of a common node, u
γu =

|{evw : v, w ∈ Γu }|
, evw ∈ E,
ku (ku − 1)

where Γu = {v : euv ∨ evu ∈ E} denotes the neighborhood of node u and ku its
degree. Both the clustering coefficient and the degree can be averaged for all of the
nodes in G, denoted by γG and kG respectively.
4.2.2 Presence of Redundancy. Tables I and II show general properties of created VAGs, including cardinalities for the different subsets of interest. Table III
shows topological properties of VAGs, focusing on the analysis of connected components in the VR partition, i.e. videos visually connected to at least one other video.
Note also that Table III presents some values averaged across queries, referring to
those used to generate the collection as described in Section 4.1.
The size of VR was over 35% of C, i.e. YouTube contains a high level of visual
redundancy. Duplicate videos comprised almost 16%, making duplication the prevalent visual relationship found in our set. The proportion of duplicates was higher
in CB , as YouTube generates restrictive queries when searching for related videos.
Groups of duplicate videos, GiD , form cliques, i.e. complete subgraphs. On average,
we found 2.71 duplicate cliques per query (std dev = 1.63), with an average size
of 3.13 (std dev = 2.55). For the analysis of other VAGs, these cliques are treated
as single elements, i.e. super-nodes, avoiding the study of redundant relationships.
We refer to these duplicate-free graphs as G′X .
Figure 4 shows the distribution of duplicate videos. The distribution exhibits
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Distribution of duplicates per query for the top 50 search results.

a mean value of 6.98 (std dev 4.83). This indicates an important dependency of
the number of duplicates on the specific query. Returning many identical search
results, out of the top 50, is expected to have degrading effects in terms of user
experience.
Part-of were present in the set, though considerably less than duplicates. The
number of parents and children remains balanced for every set, as illustrated in
Table II. In G′P , we observe an average of 4.05 (std dev = 4.15) videos per connected component, i.e. more than duplicate cliques. However, the average number
of cliques per query was lower with a value of 1.36 (std dev = 0.97). G′P subgraphs feature relatively low connectivity, with a clustering coefficient γGP = 0.44,
revealing the presence of indirect paths between nodes, which we categorized as
siblings.
Sibling is the least common form of relationship. Counter-intuitively, we found
γGS < 1, indicating siblings do not organize in cliques. This observation is supported by the diameter (diam(GP ) > 1) and characteristic path length (D(GP ) >
1) values. The fact that two siblings may have different neighbors is explained by
the existence of children related to more than one parent, as revealed by the average
degree of children (kchld = 1.67) and parent nodes (kprnt = 1.84).
When considering G′O , we observe that the number of connected components
increases noticeably. Rarely overlaps edges, EO , are able to bridge previously
existing connected components, G′P , mainly adding new ones. These newly created
components are sparse, as indicated by high values diam(G′O ) and D(G′O ). They
denote video connections with lower exploitation potential.
The figures obtained in this analysis illustrate the presence of redundancy in the
YouTube database. Aside from the usability implications this may have for users
of the system, we have been able to identify different subgraphs of video elements
with noticeable average presence in all of the most popular queries during a long
period of time. Each type of subgraph has a different nature and conveys specific
semantics that can be exploited for different purposes.
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Table III. Visual Affinity Graphs properties. This table gives values for: the number of connected
components (Gi ) per query; their average size (|Gi |); the average clustering coefficient (γG ); the
average degree of nodes (kG ); the average diameter (diam(G)); and the characteristic path length
(D(G)). We considered duplicates (GD ); part-of (GP ); siblings (GS ); and related videos (GR ).
Gi /query
|Gi |
γG
kG
diam(G)
D(G)
GD
2.71
3.13
1
2.13
1
1
G′P
1.36
4.05
0.44
2.05
1.82
1.69
G′S
0.60
4.32
0.91
4.14
1.38
1.24
G′R
3.07
5.56
0.51
2.75
2.30
2.14

4.3 Reasons for Duplication
In this section we discuss the possible reasons behind the common presence of
near-duplicate videos. We perform this analysis focusing on three aspects: video
popularity, metadata diversity and multilingualism.
4.3.1 Video Popularity. As a social-oriented website, many contributors to
YouTube search for recognition. It is not surprising to find users re-uploading
popular content in order to boost their popularity. We provide evidence of this in
Fig. 5. First, we consider the probability density function of the video ranks in the
search results for different categories in Fig. 5(a). This figure illustrates how connected videos, VR , tend to have higher ranks; it is twice as likely to find a duplicate
in the top 5 videos than it is to find unrelated videos, VU .
Second, we also consider ratings for each different overlapping relationship. Ratings, up to 5 stars, are assigned by website users after watching a video, to express
their feeling about it. Figure 5(b) shows consistently higher ratings for related
videos, especially duplicates. This histogram also illustrates how the search engine
promotes ranks of highly rated videos: the probability density for the top 50 results,
as shown in Fig. 5(b), is mainly concentrated in the highest rating values (4 and
5).
Finally, in Fig. 5(c) we show a log scaled representation of the frequency of videos
per numbers of views. A power-law pattern, p(x) ∝ x−α , is shown featuring sparse
tails due to the relatively small sample used (see Section 4.1). In this figure we
grouped together related videos, VR , for the sake of clarity. To fit our data to a
power-law distribution, we used the approach from [Clauset et al. 2009]. Related
videos resulted in α = 1.915 ± 0.032 while for unrelated videos we obtained α =
2.029 ± 0.023. This difference illustrates a visible divergence in the distribution of
views. Unrelated videos have lower frequency values when considering very high
number of views, indicating that related content tends to be more popular.
4.3.2 Metadata Diversity. YouTube offers a somewhat limited community interaction interface, restricted to ratings and comments only. Only the uploader
can add tags to a video, or edit its title and description. These impediments for
collaborative tagging might in addition encourage redundantly uploading videos in
order to apply a personal selection of tags.
We conducted experiments to establish the correlation between tags and visual
similarity of video pairs to study annotation as a potential reason for duplication.
We found metadata similarity by computing pairwise differences between:
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Fig. 5. Metrics of video popularity as a function of their visual relationships. Popularity is
established by: (a) rank of video in search results; (b) ratings received by other users of the
community; (c) number of views. Videos having one or more visual connections to others tend to
be more popular by these three metrics.
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Fig. 6. Inter-video tag (top) and title (bottom) similarity, as a probability density function. These
illustrate the probability of finding two related videos with a specific value of metadata similarity.
Metadata similarity for identical videos do not differ noticeably from unrelated videos, indicating
lack of user agreement for tag and title assignments.

—Duplicates: TD = {(vi , vj ) ∈ VD2 : i 6= j, vi ≡ vj } , i.e. pairs of duplicate videos
—Parent-Children: TP = {(vi , vj ) ∈ VP2 : i 6= j, vj ⊂ vi }
—Siblings: TS = {(vi , vj ) ∈ VS2 : i 6= j 6= k 6= i, ∃ vk |vi , vj ⊂ vk }
—Baseline: Uniformly selected pairs of videos, Trnd , restricted to being generated
by the same query.
All metadata was pre-processed using a set of common English stop words as well
as Porter Stemming2 . The symmetric Jaccard index [Jaccard 1901] was used as
the metric of metadata similarity, and Levenshtein distance was used to compute
string similarity.
2 http://tartarus.org/

~ martin/PorterStemmer/index.html
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tag
We consider XR
, the random variable “tag-similarity of (vi , vj )”, for all (vi , vj ) ∈
title
R, R ∈ {TD , TP , TS , Trnd }. We also consider XR
, defined analogously. Figure 6
tag
shows the probability density function for the series of random variables XR
and
title
XR . These figures illustrate the probability of finding two related videos with a
specific value of metadata similarity. For instance, we can see that the probability of
tag
two duplicate videos having 40% tag similarity is roughly 0.1 (e.g. P (35 < Xdup
≤
45) ≈ 0.1). We only consider tags and title of videos; results obtained for other
metadata fields (e.g. description) do not show the degree of correlation found for
these two.
The baseline gives a measurement of the metadata similarity of pairs of videos
chosen uniformly at random. The energy is mainly concentrated below 30% similarity, a somewhat high number explained by the fact that the collection is full of
related material. When we consider pairs of related videos, we expect the average
similarity to grow if a correlation exists between visual and metadata similarity.
This is the case, especially for pairs of Duplicates and Parent-children; the difference is, however, small. In duplicate detection, we find many pairs below the 30%
tag
title
similarity threshold (P (Xdup
< 30) = 0.64, P (Xdup
< 30) = 0.37), denoting a high
amount of different tags appearing in duplicate videos. Our interpretation is that
redundant uploads are to some degree motivated by personal annotation needs.
Another goal of diversifying metadata would be for uploaders to hinder the removal of copyrighted content. While this explanation serves to explain differences in
metadata it has two main drawbacks: 1) by obscuring metadata uploaders demote
content, reducing its visibility in the system for interested viewers; 2) YouTube
has introduced monetization options3 to allow copyright holders to profit from the
presence of their videos on their site.

4.3.3 Multilingualism within the Community. A plausible reason for uploading redundant content is multilingualism: users in each country will upload these
sequences either dubbed or subtitled in their own language. We conducted an
experiment to reveal the distribution of languages. We studied the differences in
distribution for the collection, C, and for the duplicates subset, VD . We used
an automatic text-based language identification detector based on n-grams [Artemenko et al. 2006] on selected metadata fields. We discarded noisy metadata fields,
specifically “Title” and “Tags”, as they are relatively short, do not normally form
complete setences, and it is common to include names which are language independent. “Descriptions” have normally enough words to allow high precision detection.
When “comments” were available, they were used to expand the detection text.
Fig. 7 shows these two distributions. We expected the clear predominance of
English language to decrease for the VD set, and converge towards a more uniform
distribution among all languages. Though this pattern is shown in Fig. 7, the difference is not big enough to consider it a main motivation for redundant uploading.
However, it is difficult to establish the actual relevance of multilingualism quantitatively. Because English videos are viewed more frequently, they tend to be ranked
higher, biasing the distribution found for the considered subset of top 50 results.
Furthermore, our test collection C was gathered from Google’s Zeitgeist Archive,
3 http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2009/07/i-now-pronounce-you-monetized-youtube.html
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Fig. 7. Distribution of languages for our test collection, C, and the subset of duplicate videos
VD . Duplicate videos represent a slightly lower proportion of English content, indicating potential
multilingual tagging needs for the YouTube user community.

which included mostly English queries, contributing to accentuate this bias. These
two facts further support the significance of the distribution shift towards other
languages when considering the subset of duplicated footage.

In this section we studied redundancy in the video sharing website YouTube,
which revealed a high amount of redundant content in the collection. Different types
of visual relationship between elements, including near-duplication or inclusion were
found. Each type of overlap conveyed different semantics, allowing for multiple
knowledge extraction applications based on them. For instance, we have used
part-of relationships for automatic video summarization leading to high quality
summaries [San Pedro et al. 2009], and for video tagging described below.
5. AUTOMATIC VIDEO TAGGING
In this section, we exploit the video overlap relationships for deriving two methods
of tag assignment: 1) neighbor-based methods, which take just immediately overlapping videos; 2) a method based on propagation of tag weights within the visual
overlap graph.
5.1 Neighbor-based Tagging
These tagging methods consider relationships in the overlap graph GR to transfer
tags between adjacent videos.
5.1.1 Simple Neighbor-based Tagging. We transform the undirected graph of
′
related videos, GR , into a directed and weighted graph G′R = (VR , ER
), with (vi , vj )
′
and (vj , vi ) ∈ ER iff {vi , vj } ∈ ER . The weight w(vi , vj ) assigned to an edge (vi , vj )
reflects the influence of video vi on video vj for tag assignment. In this paper we
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Overlap regions R1 , . . . , R5 of a video v covered by four other videos

are using the heuristic weighting function
w(vi , vj ) =

|vi ∩ vj |
,
|vj |

(5)

where |vj | is the (temporal) length of video vj , and |vi ∩ vj | denotes the length
of the intersection between vi and vj . This weighting function describes to what
degree video vj is covered by video vi .
Let T = {t1 , . . . , tn } be the set of tags originally (manually) assigned to the
videos in VR and let I(t, vi ) = 1 iff vi was manually tagged by a user with tag t,
I(t, vi ) = 0 otherwise. We compute the relevance rel(t, vi ) of a tag t from adjacent
videos as follows:
X
rel(t, vi ) =
I(t, vj )w(vj , vi ),
(6)
′
(vj ,vi )∈ER

i.e. we compute a weighted sum of influences of the overlapping videos containing
tag t. Thus we generate autotags(vi ) of automatically assigned new tags for each
video vi ∈ V using a threshold δ for tag relevancy:
autotags(vi ) = {t ∈ T |I(t, vi ) = 0 ∧ rel(t, vi ) > δ}

(7)

In order to compute feature vectors for videos vi , we use the relevance values
rel(t, vi ) of tags t as features weights. Enhanced feature vectors can be constructed
as a combination of the original tag weights (I(t, vi )) and the relevance weights for
new, automatically added tags both normalized by the number of tags.
5.1.2 Overlap Redundancy Aware Tagging. For a set of overlapping videos with
multiple redundant overlaps (see Figure 8) the relevance values for automatically
generated tags can be too high compared to original tags, we propose a relaxation
method for this case.
′
Let N (v) = {vi |(vi , v) ∈ ER
} be the set of overlapping videos for video v. An
overlap region Ri can be defined as a video subsequence s ⊆ v, |s| > 0, of maximum
length contained in a maximum subset Y ⊂ N (v), i.e.P
with none of the remaining
videos N (v) \ Y overlapping with s. For the k =
y∈Y I(t, y) videos from Y
containing tag t, the contribution of t to an overlap region s is computed by
k−1
X
i=0

αi ·

|s|
,
|v|

(8)

i.e. for each additional video contributing the same tag t, this contribution is
reduced by a relaxation parameter 0 < α ≤ 1. In order to obtain all contributions
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Fig. 9. Although there is no overlap between videos v1 and v3 , a context relationship (dotted line)
can be established via the overlap graph.

to the relevance of tag t to video v, we sum up the contributions for the (disjoint)
overlap regions. Putting all pieces together we obtain the following equation for
the relevance of tag t for video v:
v∩

k(X)−1

X

rel(t, v) =

X∈P(N (v))

X

\

x∈X

αi ·

x−

[

u

u∈N (v)\X

,

|v|

i=0

(9)

where
k(X) =

X

I(t, x)

(10)

x∈X

is the number of videos in subset X containing tag t. Thresholds can be applied
and feature vectors constructed as described above for the simple case.
5.2 TagRank: Context-based Tag Propagation in Video Graphs
In this subsection we describe a tag weight propagation method which allows for
the iterative transfer of tags along paths of arbitrary length, see Figure 9. We
call the method TagRank4 , an alternative method for computing relevance values
rel(t, v) of a tag t for a given video v.
Let w(vi , vj ) be the edge weight corresponding to the influence of video vi to an
overlapping video vj . Then we define the TagRank TR(t, vi ) for a video v by the
following recursive relationship:
X
rel(t, vi ) = TR(t, vi ) =
TR(t, vj )w(vj , vi )
(11)
′
(vj ,vi )∈ER

For all videos vi this computation can be expressed in matrix form as:


w(v1 , v1 ) w(v1 , v2 ) · · · w(v1 , vn )

 w(v2 , v1 )

TR(t) = 
.

.
.


w(v2 , v2 ) · · ·
.
.
.

..

.

T 

TR(t, v1 )





w(v2 , vn ) 
  TR(t, v2 ) 



.
.

 ·
.
.
.
.

 

w(vn , v1 ) w(vn , v2 ) · · · w(vn , vn )

(12)

TR(t, vn )

4 The term “TagRank” occurs in another context in the preliminary work [Szekely and Torres
2005] and [Ling et al. 2008] where a general ranking of tags for whole folksonomies is generated,
rather than the relevancy of tags for individual objects as described in our work for the specific
case of videos.
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This Eigenvector equation can be solved using power iteration. Similar to Kleinbergs HITS [Kleinberg 1999] the rows are not guaranteed to sum up to 1, and renormalizations of the rank vector are required. In contrast to the Random Surfer
Model for PageRank, we don’t consider the possibility of random jumps within
the video graph. For the TagRank method to converge, this is not necessary because sinks as in the Web graph are impossible due to the reflexivity of the overlap
relationship. Furthermore, this enables us to perform the TagRank computation
separately, and thus more efficiently, for each connected component, which is crucial
because of the high number of tags.
Another aspect is that we want to take the original (manually generated) tag
assignments into account. If we simply considered the solution for Equation 12 we
would lose this information because for a given node v in a connected component
the solution would eventually converge to the same value TR(t, v) for each tag t.
This is not intuitive and instead we perform a limited number Γ of iterations (where
Γ is a tuning parameter) using the original tag assignment in the form

T
TR(t) = I(t, v1 ), . . . , I(t, vn ) ,
(13)
as start vector for the TagRank iterations. Limiting the number of iterations results
in higher weights for tags from videos in the closer neighborhood, and is similar to
the strategy deployed in [Craswell and Szummer 2007] for random walks in click
graphs.
6. EVALUATION OF AUTOMATIC VIDEO TAGGING
In this section, we present the results of our three-fold evaluation methodology for
automatic tagging.5
6.1 Classification Experiments
6.1.1 Setup for Classification Experiments. For classifying data into thematic
categories we used linear support vector machines (SVMs), as they have been shown
to perform well for text-based classification tasks (see e.g. [Dumais et al. 1998]).
More specifically, we used the SVMlight [Joachims 1999] implementation with default parameterization.
As categories for our classification experiments, we chose the 7 YouTube categories containing at least 900 videos in our data set. These were “Comedy”,
“Entertainment”, “Film & Animation”, “News & Politics”, “Sports”, “People &
Blogs”, and “Music”. We did this in order to obtain equal numbers of training/test

videos per category. We performed binary classification experiments for all 72 = 21
combinations of these category pairs. We trained different models based on T=10,
25, 50, 100, 200, and 400 training videos per category to study the influence of
the training set size. To this end, we randomly split the 900 videos per category
into ⌊900/T ⌋ sets of size T. Then, we performed cross-validation by taking the ith
subset for each category as training set, and testing on the remaining videos for a
category pair.
5 The

dataset used in this evaluation is accessible from:
http://www.jsanpedro.es/datasets/TOIS2010.zip
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Our quality measure is the fraction of correctly classified videos (accuracy); we
computed micro-averaged results (averaging across individual classification decisions) for all cross-validation runs and topic pairs along with their 99% confidence
intervals6 . We also computed the Area under the ROC curve values (AUC) [Fawcett
2003] for the different cross-validation runs. ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curves depict the true positive with respect to the false positive rate of
classifiers.
We compared the following methods for constructing tag feature vectors:
(1) BaseOrig: Vectors based on the original tags of the videos. This serves as the
baseline.
(2) NTag: Vectors constructed based on the tags simple neighbor-based tagging
described in Section 5.1.1 in addition to the original tags.
(3) RedNTag: Vectors using tags generated by overlap redundancy aware neighborbased tagging plus the original tags as described in Section 5.1.2. We did not
pursue any extensive parameter tuning and chose α = 0.5 for the relaxation
parameter.
(4) TagRankΓ (with Γ = 2, 4, 8 iteration steps): Vectors using, in addition to
the original tags, new tags produced by the TagRank algorithm described in
Section 5.2.
(5) LdaTopics∆ : The original tags sets for the videos were mapped to feature
vectors of latent topics (with a feature space of ∆ = 50, 100, 200, 500 and
1000 latent topics) using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al. 2003].
Vector components correspond to probabilities for the topics. We used the
Mallet implementation [McCallum 2002] of LDA.
(6) LdaTagRec∆: We applied the algorithm proposed in [Krestel et al. 2009]7
for tag recommendation based on LDA (with parameter ∆ defined as for
LdaTopics). The underlying idea is to consider videos as mixtures of latent
topics, and to recommend additional characteristic tags for these topics. The
method was shown to outperform the approach described in [Heymann et al.
2008]. In addition to the original tags, we used the top-25 recommended tags
per video which is comparable to the average number of tags added by the
method RedNTag. Note that the method returns probabilities for recommended
tags; thus, less likely tags carry less weight.
(7) LdaTagRecComb∆: We combined RedNTag, and the LDA-based recommender algorithm LdaTagRec∆ by linearly combining feature vectors from the
original video tags with tags obtained from the two recommender models.
For combining tag vectors we doubled the weight of the original tags (compared
to automatically added ones) as they were directly assigned by YouTube users.
For all experiments we set threshold δ to 0, i.e. we took all automatically assigned
tags with their respective weight into account. The average number of originally
contained in the videos (BaseOrig) was 8.7 (std dev = 5.0). The average number of
q
as ±2.58 · p·(1−p)
, where p corresponds to the accuracy, and n is the number of
n
individual classification decisions.
7 We thank the author Ralf Krestel for assisting us with implementation details.
6 Computed
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additionally generated tags per video were 22.1 (std dev = 23.5) for the approaches
NTag and RedNTag that take direct neighbors into account (both producing the
same tags with different weights), and 44.6 (std dev = 49.8), 71.7 (std dev = 93.0)
and 94.1 (std dev = 159.0) for TagRank2, TagRank4 and TagRank8 respectively.
Note that tag recommendations based on video links, and based on LDA applied
on videos interpreted as text corpus can be considered as orthogonal techniques as
they make use of different types of information. Approaches based on video links
can, for instance, be applied to recommend tags to videos without any existing
annotation if there exist connections to other videos in the overlap based affinity
graph. In contrast, LDA based recommendations or other approaches based on
term co-occurrences require the existence of original tags to determine topics. On
the other hand, LDA works also for videos without connections in the affinity graph,
provided these videos contain suitable tags. This was our rationale for combining
both approaches in LdaTagRecComb.
6.1.2 Results of Classification Experiments. The results of the comparison are
shown in Tables IV(a) and IV(c) (accuracy) as well as Tables V(a) and V(c) (AUC).
The main observations are:
—Classification taking automatically generated tagging into account outperforms
classification using just the original tags (BaseOrig). This holds for all of the
three introduced tagging methods. For classification with 50 training documents
per category, for example, we increased the accuracy from approximately 70% to
75% for RedNTag.
—Overlap redundancy aware neighbor-based tagging (RedNTag) provides slightly
but consistently more accurate results than the simple neighbor-based tagging
variant (NTag).
—Both of the neighbor-based methods outperform TagRank.
—Classification in the LDA topic space (LdaTopics) provides good results for certain configurations (e.g. for T = 10 training documents, we observe an increase
in accuracy from 56% to 66% with 50 latent topics). However, results are highly
dependent on the number of topics. Overall, for smaller training sets, a smaller
number of latent topics seems preferable, whereas for larger training sets a higher
number of latent topics provides better classification performance. Similar observations can be made for LdaTagRec, although results are overall better and
more stable - possibly also due to the direct inclusion of the original video tags.
—The combination LdaTagRecComb of LDA based recommended tags with the
neighbor-based tagging approaches performs significantly better than LdaTagRec,
confirming that neighbor-based methods can provide useful and complementary
annotations.
The AUC values reveal the same trends described for accuracy results. For larger
training sets, we can observe saturation effects as training sets contain already more
information in that case, resulting in quite accurate classifications (e.g. accuracy
values over 80% and AUC values around 90% for 400 training videos per category);
thus, additional information added by recommended tags just leads to marginal improvements. Note, however, that although large training samples for the considered
YouTube categories are available, manually labelling data for other taxonomies can
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Table IV. Classification accuracy for different video representations using automatic tagging
(a) Classification accuracy and 99% confidence intervals for BaseOrig, NTag, RedNTag, and TagRankΓ; T = 10, 25,
50, 100, 400 training videos per category.
T
T
T
T
T
T

=
=
=
=
=
=

10
25
50
100
200
400

BaseOrig
0.561 ± 0.0007
0.634 ± 0.0011
0.700 ± 0.0014
0.753 ± 0.002
0.794 ± 0.003
0.827 ± 0.0047

NTag
0.605 ±
0.688 ±
0.742 ±
0.778 ±
0.805 ±
0.830 ±

0.0007
0.001
0.0014
0.0019
0.0029
0.0046

RedNTag
0.614 ± 0.0007
0.695 ± 0.001
0.747 ± 0.0014
0.781 ± 0.0019
0.808 ± 0.0029
0.832 ± 0.0046

TagRank2
0.596 ± 0.0007
0.673 ± 0.001
0.727 ± 0.0014
0.766 ± 0.0019
0.797 ± 0.003
0.828 ± 0.0047

TagRank4
0.592 ± 0.0007
0.667 ± 0.001
0.721 ± 0.0014
0.761 ± 0.002
0.792 ± 0.003
0.825 ± 0.0047

TagRank8
0.589 ± 0.0007
0.664 ± 0.001
0.718 ± 0.0014
0.758 ± 0.002
0.790 ± 0.003
0.824 ± 0.0047

(c) Classification accuracy and 99% confidence intervals LdaTopics, LdaTagRec, and LdaTagRecComb;
T = 10, 25, 50, 100, 400 training videos per category, and 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 latent topics.

T
T
T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T
T
T

=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

10
25
50
100
200
400

50 topics
0.645 ± 0.0007
0.693 ± 0.001
0.717 ± 0.0014
0.735 ± 0.002
0.749 ± 0.0032
0.760 ± 0.0053

LdaTopics
100 topics
200 topics
0.629 ± 0.0007
0.595 ± 0.0007
0.689 ± 0.001
0.664 ± 0.001
0.723 ± 0.0014
0.710 ± 0.0014
0.745 ± 0.002
0.746 ± 0.002
0.762 ± 0.0031
0.766 ± 0.0031
0.778 ± 0.0051
0.786 ± 0.0051

500 topics
0.567 ± 0.0007
0.634 ± 0.0011
0.694 ± 0.0015
0.745 ± 0.002
0.780 ± 0.0031
0.805 ± 0.0049

1000 topics
0.552 ± 0.0007
0.612 ± 0.0011
0.676 ± 0.0015
0.736 ± 0.002
0.781 ± 0.0031
0.814 ± 0.0048

10
25
50
100
200
400

50 topics
0.645 ± 0.0007
0.700 ± 0.001
0.733 ± 0.0014
0.759 ± 0.002
0.781 ± 0.0031
0.806 ± 0.0049

LdaTagRec
100 topics
200 topics
0.626 ± 0.0007
0.605 ± 0.0007
0.691 ± 0.001
0.678 ± 0.001
0.730 ± 0.0014
0.726 ± 0.0014
0.762 ± 0.002
0.765 ± 0.002
0.786 ± 0.003
0.791 ± 0.003
0.811 ± 0.0048
0.818 ± 0.0048

500 topics
0.596 ± 0.0007
0.673 ± 0.001
0.728 ± 0.0014
0.771 ± 0.0019
0.802 ± 0.0029
0.831 ± 0.0046

1000 topics
0.593 ± 0.0007
0.668 ± 0.001
0.725 ± 0.0014
0.768 ± 0.0019
0.802 ± 0.0029
0.832 ± 0.0046

10
25
50
100
200
400

50 topics
0.655 ± 0.0007
0.715 ± 0.001
0.750 ± 0.0014
0.775 ± 0.0019
0.798 ± 0.003
0.821 ± 0.0047

LdaTagRecComb
100 topics
200 topics
0.641 ± 0.0007
0.627 ± 0.0007
0.712 ± 0.001
0.705 ± 0.001
0.751 ± 0.0014
0.750 ± 0.0014
0.780 ± 0.0019
0.783 ± 0.0019
0.803 ± 0.0029
0.807 ± 0.0029
0.826 ± 0.0047
0.830 ± 0.0046

500 topics
0.621 ± 0.0007
0.704 ± 0.001
0.754 ± 0.0014
0.789 ± 0.0019
0.815 ± 0.0029
0.840 ± 0.0045

1000 topics
0.619 ± 0.0007
0.702 ± 0.001
0.753 ± 0.0014
0.788 ± 0.0019
0.815 ± 0.0029
0.839 ± 0.0045

be tedious; therefore, training on small samples is often of practical importance.
The size of the confidence intervals increases with increasing training set size as less
cross-validation tests are possible in that case.
6.2 Clustering Experiments
6.2.1 Setup for Clustering Experiments. Clustering algorithms partition a set
of objects, YouTube videos in our case, into groups called clusters. For our experiments we chose k-Means [Han and Kamber 2001].

For a number of clusters k = 2, 3, 4, 5 we considered all possible k7 combinations
of tuples of categories for the 7 YouTube categories. For each tuple, we selected
uniformly at random 900 videos per category, performed the k-means algorithm and
computed the macro-averaged accuracy for the k-tuples (averaging across accuracies
for each tuple).
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Table V. Classification AUC for different video representations using automatic tagging
(a) Classification: AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) values for BaseOrig, NTag, RedNTag, and TagRankΓ; T = 10, 25, 50, 100, 400 training videos per category.
T
T
T
T
T
T

=
=
=
=
=
=

10
25
50
100
200
400

BaseOrig
0.682
0.758
0.807
0.844
0.874
0.896

NTag
0.751
0.805
0.838
0.862
0.881
0.899

RedNTag
0.753
0.807
0.840
0.864
0.884
0.901

TagRank2
0.734
0.789
0.827
0.857
0.882
0.903

TagRank4
0.729
0.783
0.822
0.853
0.880
0.900

TagRank8
0.726
0.780
0.819
0.850
0.878
0.899

(c) Classification: AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) values for LdaTopics,
LdaTagRec, and LdaTagRecComb; T = 10, 25, 50, 100, 400 training videos per
category, and 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 latent topics.

T
T
T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T
T
T

=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=

10
25
50
100
200
400

50 topics
0.708
0.750
0.773
0.792
0.808
0.819

LdaTopics
100 topics
200 topics
0.696
0.663
0.749
0.731
0.782
0.774
0.804
0.807
0.822
0.828
0.839
0.848

500 topics
0.628
0.710
0.770
0.814
0.846
0.867

1000 topics
0.607
0.689
0.757
0.811
0.850
0.878

10
25
50
100
200
400

50 topics
0.723
0.772
0.806
0.833
0.858
0.882

LdaTagRec
100 topics
200 topics
0.710
0.697
0.769
0.764
0.805
0.807
0.836
0.841
0.861
0.867
0.884
0.890

500 topics
0.693
0.769
0.816
0.851
0.878
0.899

1000 topics
0.691
0.768
0.817
0.853
0.882
0.902

10
25
50
100
200
400

50 topics
0.752
0.794
0.826
0.850
0.872
0.893

LdaTagRecComb
100 topics
200 topics
0.751
0.750
0.798
0.800
0.829
0.833
0.854
0.858
0.875
0.879
0.895
0.898

500 topics
0.754
0.809
0.842
0.866
0.886
0.904

1000 topics
0.754
0.810
0.843
0.868
0.888
0.905

Let k be the number of categories and clusters, Ni the total number of clustered
documents in categoryi , Nij the number of videos contained in categoryi and having
cluster label j. Unlike classification results, the clusters do not have explicit topic
labels. We define the clustering accuracy as follows:
Pk
i=1 Ni,ji
accuracy =
max
(14)
Pk
(j1 ,...,jk )∈perm((1,...,k))
i=1 Ni
Accuracy for clustering can be seen as a measure of how well the partitioning
produced by a clustering method reflects the actual category structure. Note that,
similar to some other measures of cluster validity known in the literature, the
minimum value for clustering accuracy is larger than 0 (1/k for the case of equal
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Table VI.

Clustering accuracy for different video representations using automatic tagging

(a) Clustering accuracy for baseline video feature vectors using BaseOrig, NTag, RedNTag, and
TagRankΓ; k = 2, 3, 4, 5 clusters. (Rand: simulated “random clustering”)
k
k
k
k

=
=
=
=

2
3
4
5

Rand
(0.509)
(0.346)
(0.264)
(0.214)

BaseOrig
0.571
0.430
0.369
0.322

NTag
0.677
0.547
0.480
0.410

RedNTag
0.717
0.559
0.486
0.428

TagRank2
0.654
0.533
0.451
0.411

TagRank4
0.650
0.526
0.440
0.392

TagRank8
0.65
0.522
0.434
0.391

(c) Clustering accuracy for LdaTopics, LdaTagRec, and LdaTagRecComb; k =
2, 3, 4, 5 clusters, and 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 latent topics.

k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

k
k
k
k

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

2
3
4
5

50 topics
0.552
0.393
0.312
0.273

LdaTopics
100 topics
200 topics
0.556
0.547
0.398
0.386
0.285
0.296
0.235
0.246

500 topics
0.543
0.393
0.307
0.265

1000 topics
0.534
0.380
0.305
0.252

2
3
4
5

50 topics
0.568
0.451
0.358
0.310

LdaTagRec
100 topics
200 topics
0.587
0.577
0.447
0.456
0.364
0.385
0.329
0.334

500 topics
0.583
0.486
0.399
0.353

1000 topics
0.594
0.481
0.410
0.368

2
3
4
5

50 topics
0.622
0.488
0.409
0.360

LdaTagRecComb
100 topics
200 topics
0.613
0.651
0.510
0.551
0.426
0.456
0.386
0.388

500 topics
0.650
0.552
0.472
0.408

1000 topics
0.651
0.548
0.468
0.414

number of items in each of the k categories).
We constructed feature vector representations BaseOrig, NTag, RedNTag,
TagRankΓ with number of iterations (Γ = 2,4,8), LdaTopics and LdaTopics∆ (with
∆ = 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 latent topics), and LdaTagRecComb∆ as described
above. For comparison, we additionally simulated a “random clustering” baseline
(Rand) by assigning videos uniformly at random to clusters, and averaging clustering accuracies over 100,000 runs.
6.2.2 Results of Clustering Experiments. The results of the comparison are
shown in Tables VI(a) and VI(c). The main observations are:
—Clustering using automatically generated tags outperforms clustering based on
the original tags (BaseOrig). For example, for clustering with k = 3 we increased
the accuracy from approximately 43% to 56% for RedNTag.
—Overlap redundancy aware neighbor-based tagging outperforms simple neighborbased tagging; both of the neighbor-based techniques outperform TagRank.
—Both video representation approaches based on LDA lead to a decrease in clustering performance, even when compared to the simple baseline using the original
tags of the video. A possible explanation might be that clustering makes already
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implicit use of feature co-occurrences, and LDA introduces more noise than information.
—Combining LDA based tag recommendations with neighbor-based tagging improves clustering performance. In contrast to classification, however, using just
neighbor-based information provides the best results, illustrating again quality
and complementary character of annotations generated by these methods.
As expected, clustering accuracies are, in general, substantially lower than classification accuracies, as there is no information through training data available in the
considered unsupervised scenario. Furthermore, clustering becomes more difficult
if the data set covers a larger number of topics. Approaches like restrictive clustering [Siersdorfer and Sizov 2004], which trade data coverage for higher accuracy,
can help to make unsupervised data organization more robust in practice.
6.3 User-based Evaluation
To support the results obtained for automatic data organization, we conducted an
additional user-based experiment where three assessors provided relevance judgments for the automatically generated tags from NTag and RedNTag.
A web service to gather judgments was implemented, it included a playable version of the video, automatically extracted key-frames, the title and the description
to help them understand the content. The assessors were instructed to judge the
relevance of tags considering their suitability to describe the video at the following different levels: description (e.g. car), identification (e.g. George W. Bush),
interpretation (e.g. holiday) and emotion (e.g. happiness).
The videos presented to the evaluators were selected uniformly at random and the
tags were displayed in random order. The evaluators were asked to rate each new
tag using a five-level Likert scale [Likert 1932] (1=not relevant, 2=slightly relevant,
3=relevant, 4=very relevant, 5=completely relevant ). This interface is depicted in
Figure 10.
A total of 3, 578 tags, for 300 different videos, were manually assessed using the
described interface, for an average of 12 tags rated per video. We studied the
average relevance for the set of generated tags, autotags(vi ), for different values
of threshold δ. For this purpose, we sorted the list of tags in decreasing order of
rel(t, vi ) value, and selected δ values at different levels of that list, in increments
of 10% of the full autotags(vi ) size. The results are shown in Figure 11. Table
VII shows δ threshold values for the different levels considered. Note that values
of δ differ for each method studied; this is a consequence of the different scoring
strategies of each method which result in distinct relevance values distributions.
The figure reveals decreasing relevance pattern for growing values of autotags(vi )
set sizes. That is, by raising the threshold δ, we can obtain increasingly higher
average relevance values. Therefore, a correlation exists between relevance as provided manually by the assessors and automatically by our automatic tagging strategies. Depending on the specific application scenario, δ can be tuned to optimize
results. When considering the 10% best rated autotags(vi ) for each method, RedNTag achieves higher relevance in comparison with NTag. On average, the difference between both methods is small (note the truncated Y-axis in Figure 11), in
comparison to results obtained for automatic data organization.
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Fig. 10.

Table VII.

Web interface for the collection of relevance judgments

Values of δ threshold for the different levels shown at figure 11.

δ @ level

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

NTag
RedNTag

1.003
1.275

1.000
1.000

0.999
1.000

0.738
0.730

0.383
0.455

0.183
0.231

0.113
0.126

0.075
0.081

0.048
0.050

0.001
0.001

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we conducted an in-depth analysis on previously unexplored contentbased links between videos in YouTube, the most popular video social network.
We defined a methodology to generate Visual Affinity Graphs, revealing different
kinds of visual relationships between elements in the network. More than 38, 000
videos, comprising over 2, 800 hours, were downloaded and analyzed. The resulting
visual affinity graphs showed a noticeable amount of redundancy in the set, with
over a third of the results being visually linked to others. The most common
kind of relationship was duplication, accounting for 15.80% of the test collection.
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Average relevance judged manually by assessors for increasing sizes of autotags(vi ).

Additional experiments were conducted to establish the reasons supporting the large
presence of redundant content. We found that gaining recognition by re-uploading
popular content is an important factor. The ability to provide different annotations
and language variations of the footage have also been shown to be potential reasons
for duplicating visual content.
As an application, we have shown that content redundancy in social sharing systems can be used to obtain richer annotations for shared objects. More specifically,
we used content overlap in the video sharing environment YouTube to establish
new connections between videos forming a basis for our automatic tagging methods. Classification and clustering experiments show that the additional information
obtained by automatic tagging can significantly improve automatic structuring and
organization of content; our preliminary user evaluation indicates an information
gain for viewers of the videos.
We think that the proposed techniques have direct applications to search improvement, where augmented tag sets can reveal resources previously concealed.
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